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ABSTRACT : Plasticity theory applied to soil mechanics has gained about
years of research
experience. Based on this experience, Z SOIL.PC offers now an attractivetwenty
tool to solve soil
mechanics problems in a unified way. It-is a highly interactive, user-friendl
y program. It
includes expert knowledge which makes it possible even for the user who is unfamiliar
with
plasticity theory to obtain accurate and reliable results. This article describes briefly
the
key features of the program as well as selection of validation problems.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Yield criterion

ZSOIL.PC offers an attractive
alternative to traditional approaches to
geotechnical problems. It uses recent
advances in nonlinear finite element
techniques and plastic modeling of soils
to solve stability, load carrying
capacity and deformation problems in a
unified, cost-effective way.
In this paper, the constitutive model
and numerical techniques are briefly
described first. A more extensive
presentation is given in [1]. The
correspondence between the proposed
approach based on plasticity and
classical techniques is then addressed.
The interactive program structure is
described next. Selected validation
problems are finally presented.

The Drucker-Prager yield criterion is
defined as (1) :
f(a) = a

J2 - k = 0

(1)

32 are stress invariants and
constants a, k can be defined from
common geotechnical data : cohesion c
and angle of friction O. The
characteristics of the yield surface can
be adapted so that the plastic collapse
matches the one obtained with the
Mohr-Coulomb criterion. Under general
plane-strain conditions this yields, for
the default option of incompressible
flow :
a = sin 0/3

2.

+

k = c cos m

(2)

ON THE PLASTIC MODEL
Flow rule

A plastic model requires a yield
criterion, a flow rule and a hardening
law.
Z SOIL.PC uses a Drucker-Prager yield
criterion. A non-associated flow rule is
assumed which imposes a plastic flow
with no dilatancy (by default) and
perfectly plastic behavior, i.e., no
hardening. These default options were
found to be the most adequate choices
for most validation problems solved. The
experienced user can however modify some
of these in order to obtain special
effects.

The flow rule assumes the existence of a
potential surface such that :
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where k is the plastic loading function
and, g a plastic potential, s the stress
deviator, and J2 the second invariant of
the stress deviator. 4 is defined as the
angle between the actual flow and purely
deviatoric flow (fig. 1).
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surfaces, respectively, and
their deviatoric parts.
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3.

: Definition of flow direction

NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION

Several aspect of the numerical modeling
have a major influence on the
performance of the model. Among these
the tangent stiffness, the numerical
integration scheme and the stress-point
algorithm play an important part.

Tangent stiffness
The use of the proper tangent stiffness
appears to be important if localization
phenomena are to be simulated. The
linearization of the discretized
equilibrium equation leads to the
following set of linear equations :
ext
- N(d)
Kr Ad = F

(4)

where KT characterizes the global
tangent stiffness obtained by assembly
of elemental contributions Ke Ad is the
displacement increment, Lex Tthe vector
of applied forces and N,(1) a nonlinear
function of the displacements :
Ke = f

BT Dep B dOe
gem

(5)

Incompressibility usually requires the
volumetric contribution to IT to be
underintegrated in order to avoid
locking. An out-of-balance of the
equilibrium equation (3) will result
unless the same integration scheme is
adopted for N(A).
A proper way to obviate this problem
is the use of strain-projection methods
[2].

Stress-point Algorithm
The stress-point algorithm computes the
stress increment given the strain
increment. Considerable attention has
been given to this problem lately. The
approach implemented in ZSOIL.PC
follows the return-algorithm proposed by
Nguyen [3]. The algorithm reduces to the
following steps.

Table 1 : radial-return ALGORITHM (fig.
2)
1. Compute trial stress at t=(n+1) At
(fictitious time)
atr11+i = a + C • AE
2.

2.1 If f(Otr1) < 0
tr (elastic process)
1
n+1 = -41+
.2tr + da
2.2 Otherwise : an+1 =
(plastic process)
with :

where 2ep is a 6 x 6 matrix obtained by
compaction (using symmetries) of :

da = - X 3K a (4,)
tr
µ
s
ds =
r
-$2
,-(crtr)
9Ka($)a($) +

ep
/H
C
Q
P
-C
-C
D
ijkl ijkl ijmn mn op opk1 o
(5.1)
where :
Ho = K Pkk Q11 + 2G PMn QMn

(5.2)

is the elasticity tensor, K and G are
material constants, E and Q are normals
to the plastic potential and yield

Compute an+1

do= d; 6 + ds
N.B. : a special treatment is necessary
at the vortex
am = mean stress, a = deviatoric
stress
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3.1 Plasticity based approach to
stability problems

In addition, the experienced user must
be able to overrun these options in
order to introduce his own expertise and
he should be able to get advice from the
program. To this extent LSOIL.PC works
like an expert system. It does not
however comment on the options chosen by
the user or the obtained results.
ZSOIL.PC gives the user access to
three environments through functions
keys (F1, F2, F3) (fig. 2). These three
environments are : INPUT, ANALYSIS and
GRAPHICS.

When no external load is applied the
traditional definition of the safety
factor, i.e. the ratio of the ultimate
load to the service load fails and a
slightly different approach needs be
adopted.
The slip surface approach to soil
stability problems defines the safety
factor as the ratio of the sum over the
slip surface of available shear strength
on the sum of mobilized shear strength.
That is :

S = if (c
rs

n

+ a

tg 0) drs/ )( r
rs

Qtr
n+I

drs
dCI
(6)

where C is the cohesion, an the effective normal stress, 0 the angle of
shearing resistance, 5 the safety factor
T
= C
tg
the yield stress
acording Po the Mohr-Coulomb criterion.
An algorithm can be deduced from (6)
which fits the plasticity based
approach; this is shown in table 2.

n+1

Fig. 2 : Return algorithm
Table 2 : stability algorithm
0.

i = 1

1.

Set Si = 1; Ci = C; (tg (0i) = tg

2.

Solve B.V.P.

3.

Perform nonlinear iteration until
< ry on the problem domain or
divergence occurs

4.

Si+1 = Si + AS
= C/Si+1
(tg 0)i4.1 = (tg 41)/Si+1

5.

Go to 3.

4.

USER INTERFACE

The importance of the user interface
cannot be underestimated. In order to
make a nonlinear finite element program
adequate for practice it is necessary
that the user interface has the
structure of an Expert System. This
means that full proof default options
must be built in which make expert
knowledge accessible to the user.

In the INPUT PHASE environment the
user specifies the type of action
through the main menu "CREATE INPUT
FILE...DENSE MESH...". For each of these
options the user is prompted again to
choose a particular item from the
secondary menu that automatically
appears on the left hand side of the
screen. The user then has the
flexibility to select any item on this
list without prescribed order according
to its own priority. A help command
activated through a particular function
key provides all necessary information
on how to properly use that option.
The COMPUTATIONAL PHASE executes the
nonlinear analysis of the soil
structure. During program execution, the
user has the flexibility to update the
important parameters of the nonlinear
algorithm such as the maximum number of
iterations per loading step; to change
the tolerance of the Newton-Raphson
scheme; or to alter the total number of
loading steps. At the execution mode a
secondary menu is available on the left
side of the screen allowing the user to
select the type of information that will
be prompted on the screen during the
program execution phase. In many cases
the user will be interested in
intermediate results given at the end of
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Fig. 4 : Slope stability displacement
field
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Selected finalized graphics are then
queued to a dot-printer. The following
graphics options are available on the
secondary menu : deformed mesh of soil
structure, displacement vectors,
streamlines of displacements field.
Plastified zones of the soil medium,
color graphic representation of
displacements and stress fields. Figure
3 illustrates a typical screen view of
the input, computational and graphic
phases. The top box of the display
contains the main menu for each phases
of the program. Secondary menus are
shown on the left side of the screen.
The currently "selected" menu option is
easily distinguished because it appears
in reverse type. Passage from one menu
option to another is done easily by
using the horizontal or vertical cursor
arrow keys ( 4. and 4— ) or (t and -1),
respectively for the main menu and for
the secondary menu. For each menu option
a help command is available to assist
the user in the implementation of that
particular Z SOIL.PC function.
5.

Fig. 3 : Displays of main menus
each loadinorstep, or a pertinent
statistics of the analysis at the end of
the run. After a successful execution of
the program two choices are available :
the different output files can be either
saved for later use, or printed. Such
output files are for example the
plotting files to be used in the graphic
phase, the files containing deformations
and stresses at each loading step, and
the log-files.
The OUTPUT GRAPHIC PHASE provides a
precise visual representation of the
Z SOIL.PC nonlinear solutions. Graphics
are created first on the screen.

VALIDATION PROBLEMS

Two classical geotechnical problems are
analyzed : the slope stability problem
and the footing problem.
The slope stability problem
Results of interest for this type of
problem include mainly the slope safety
factor and the displacement field.
The displacement field is indeed
illustrative of the failure mechanism
and allows a clear identification of the
slip surface as shown on figure 4.
As compared to alternative approaches,
the plasticity based approach appears to
yield similar results when a comparizon
with classical methods is possible and
it is more flexible when more general
slip surfaces occur (fig. 5).
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Table 3 : Comparizon of safety factors
predicted by different models
of the slope stability problem
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Fig. 5 : Slip surfaces computed with
Z SOIL.PC
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Fig. 6 : Slope safety factor predicted
by Z SOIL.PC and the method of
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The slope safety factor as shown in the
previous section, defined as the factor
of reduction applied to the yield
surface coefficients when failure
occurs. Predictions of the slope
stability factor obtained by use of
ZSOIL.PC are compared to results
obtained by the conventional method of
slices on figure 6.
Table 3 shows a similar comparizon
with various approaches. Again slightly
higher values are obtained using
Z SOIL.PC.
The footing problem
The problem of the bearing capacity of a

— — EMPIRICAL DISTRIBUTION BY SCHMERTMANN
RESULTS

BY

ZSOIL.PC

50*

Fig. 7 : Comparizon of vertical strains
predicted by Z SOIL.PC with
experimental and empirical
results
rigid superficial footing is analyzed
next. The problem definition and
numerical results are shown on figure
7. Experiment and computation are in
reasonably good agreement.
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Similarly, a parametric study of the
ultimate load as a function of the
angles of friction shows an excellent
coincidence with theoretical results
obtained by Salencon for friction angles
up to 40 % (fig. 8); the solution above
this angle then progressively deviates
from the theoretical solution and
reaches and undershoot of 23 % at 51P.
Results obtained for high angles of
friction have been reported to be very
unstable numerically by several
authors. To the present state of
knowledge the above results can
therefore be considered to be quit
encouraging.
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Fig. 8 : Validation results for the
rigid footing

6.

CONCLUSIONS

Results presented in the article show
that load carrying capacity problems and
slope stability problems which represent
a large portion of the problems most
commonly encountered in geotechnical
practice can be solved in an efficient
and cost effective way using plasticity
theory.
The implementation in program
Z-SOIL.PC is highly interactive,
features expert knowledge and advanced
graphic capabilities which provide the
geotechnical engineers with the adequate
tool for dayly practice.
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